comparable to those we would. otherwise have had
to pay to fuil-time
catalogers, and certainly the clerical salaries are qot
very much afiecte<l
by the organization of ihe Department. The reaily
basic'question is are
as much productio-n with this organizition as'we might
get
::g:::ilg
otnerwrse.
Productiuity in Cat alogin g

n record for the yearscovered.Title
rrtment was go5 in ry54/g5; g6z in
in -rgg7/g8. During the sameperiod
as follows: r,gg7in rybg/bb, r,777in
18 in ry97/58. It is apparent that in
56 was the best.This can be explained

records
andanevaruation *, d'tlilffill l'-:ni:$; j. :':,','jl'
:1
",r.
tgb6/b7 suffered becauseof "r
turnover

factor influencing production at this
rour clerical week and a 4r_hour pro_
:k for all employees.A corresponding
r the statistics for the year.

theotherjobsandgcojects
whichli:T'J;?i :; ifJ #"";l,T;:ru:

catalog dep-artment.Ths training of new rtum
*"*n.rr,
titrt pror"rrio.,ut
tllching them the [olicies of this particular libiary sysrem,
T9:*:Tl
anc
orrentrng them to the work of the Department,
arc important phases
,rarian does the initial raining of each
rd for which we are presentingiratistics,
'e rrained in
ryg4/lg, two ii tgbb/56,
Jataloger as well as three
Junioi-Cataspecial difierence in the rraining of a cataloger ar rhe
,r-I^j"1-"-1.
unlverslty offnyNebraska? The rules and forms of
entry and tlie general
t are basic for all librarians. Some
e of cataloging method than others,
. Many of the Library's policies and.
cy, will be learned in tfre divisional
rr have a knowledge of cataloging
rtrject matter. The cataloging mithl
'to teach to a librarian
wiih i broad

andisinreresred
in onlvo,,",p".iuffi"Xff5#T i:":##:'.i:X:

Ioging procedureis stiil importint, but we have .r-;
ject backgroundis indispensable.

;; ;Jl;;:-that
.
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sub-

have
It is impossible to tell whether the number of trainees would
of
periods
what
with,
and
been larger'or smaller with full-tirne catalogers
*::11:ii1
impossible
alm-ost
has
become
it
vacancy. In recent years
", of trarnrng
employ full-time caialogersunder any circumstances'The task
but it can
discounted,
t*J p6opt. for each fu"ll-time position cannor be
a halfonly
means
resignation
be counterbalanced by the faci that one
of this
work
the
of
half
at
lea"st
meanwhile
time replace-.rr, und that
forward.
go
steadily
'position will
1__- assistants
^ ^:
is
Th" traini".rg of new clerical stafi members and student
done by the Senior Catalogers and
sionals). Six new clerical assistants
ry55/g6; eight in ry56/57; and ten
namics could find interesting data fo
ployees. Approximately half are rece
our region. These are seeking husba
tent with short-term careers in cleric
help suplocal comrnunity, and others come to us for work in order to
port husbands who are enrolled as 1
jority of the instances of turnover in
due to pregnancy; in ry57/58 a mt
degrees; in rg58/5g a majoritY are
otfier offices in downtown Lincoln.
work; which is simPlY to say that t
share their experiences,and they inf
The Catalog Librarian and her
the cooperative cataloging for the L
ing to the National Union Catalog,
microfilm and microcards. One of th
revision of material cataloged by th
is not completely revised except dur
the cataloger is new to the DePartm
to sustain reasonable uniformity in
Department and to maintain consist
Do we sPend more time on revis
partment? All material does flow tt
The added volumes, coPies, edition
uian. The reviser soon learns which
or a given cataloger' For some a brief

'?#;:;"*'ii'
TJ
;Hi's
l'";l'""il:,
but some
al revision at a minimum,
*^"i"

p]ojects
,rr" regular work o[ the Depa-rtment,.special
reproduction
the
"?irii""-r.
initiated
are invariabfy in ptogtersl Ouring 454/b1-we
Duplicating Ser-vice,
of cards by Xerogr;;iy ut the fi"ii,'eiiity's cenrral
with thai office'The specialWyer classiand procedur., *.r"'#rtt"dout
.
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I Agriculture was discontinued, and
were included in the union shelf list.

could use information forwarded fr
why, such information had initially
cataloging. Government agency
histc
thg gubhS catalog to facili'tate'th" ,rr" of "document,,
materiars. The card
catalogs in the Architecture and Georogy
Libraries *"." ,"ni.a
--- to conform with currenr American Library Asi6ciation
nli.rg ,,rtes
During. ryb-b1b6the D_epartmentcataloged a
largeocori;;ti." of music
scores received from the Dlpartment of Mlsic.
Ruisian materials which
had accumulated for r"o"r"l y"urs were cataloged,
and rare book cataloging was resumed. subject caiaroging ror
urrioerri,y
theses
had been eliminated
"itN1u."rr.a
,gnf tJ ,[5, b".u,rr. of lack
of staff, and dur-tio-*
ing ry5g/g6 some of rhese"ifreses#... giu"n
subject cataroging. The
routine for all seriar cataloging was reviseE,
and calds r". ,".iir, in r-aw
and Medicine were puiled*an"d stamped for
the serial file. A brief but
special classification icheme was deveroped
for trr" i"*
i;b.;;y
Further
work was done on revising subject headings
and adding necessarycross
references.During the summer-the cards were
shifted in the sections or
th-e card catalog t[at had become rooiign, and
new labers were made for
all cases.
During ryb6/b7 new routines were established
for periodicals and
and continuations for which holding records
-" l" ,n" piriiii"*.
worr.
was also done on transferring thetroiding records
from the p";ii. catarog
and shetf list to the postindJx. The roufines and
poricies 16r the univer_
sity High School Library were revi
procedures written. Thii Librarv v
H. W. Wilson cards was initiated. Ne
new routines established for material
log Department. New forms were de
rpartment that corrections and addiublic catalog. Analytics were pulled
:d list of United States government
policies for handling all fovernment
on adding necessaiy s.r6lect crossreferences in the public cataloE.
rg57,/b8the projecio{ typing new subject cross-references
for
^.-o"Tt,lg
*.ur-gompleted. Work continued on transferring hold:::
li:]:^.1r"]"g
rng records tor periodicals and conrinuations from
the public iatalog
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in entoand shelf list to the Postindex. The special classification scheme
was
work
and
mology at the College of Agricultutl *"t discontinued'
the
to
transfer
its
and
of this collection
initiated on rhe ,".tuoin.uti3n
releast'
not
but
last
Entomoloq'.A1rg
iiUrury from the Department of
with
conform
O-tt* dn" public .utoiog in the Love Nfemolrial Library to
initiated'
was
rules
Association
Libr"ary
American
.rrr.Errt
increasing flow
Despite increasing apptopriutiotts for materials and an
"inio
has
Department
Catalog
the
th! Department,
of ,re# acquisitions

th an,"r"""t''"'i't * t"iff
busy'wi
been
:til,li?;!'|;,H!:"' 1;111
""
-orri.rt into the new divisional plan central

fflil:"",'j
,'Ji"il:l;'Hli?-:ff
from direct application to the stead'
brary. During the trial Period of r
forward, a general reorganization of
the entire Technical Service Divisio
to attempt
.Uty, nu, affected productivity. It-may,-therefore, be too soon
defined
have
as-we
of the dual-assignment
to measure tft" u.t.r"t
a
second
"p.tutiJtt
to
therefore'
forwird'
look
We
and described it in ,t ii i"potr.
may
h-ope
we
what
in
Prove
immediately
underiaken
io,r.-y"u. study to be
advantagesand
the
,'po''
concentrutio''
for
situation
normal
more
to be a
distractions deairuarrurr,"g", of tn. arral-assignment, without itt tne
paragraphs-'
scribed in ihe immediately-preceding
to .oitiol aird^reduce cataloging costs by
we are trying .*i""'uriy
other means; for examPle, bY clarifl
and professional tasks,by better org:
ing or eliminating procedures wherer
so that thev are easier to follow wi
coordination of all related aspectsc
and Catalog. We recognize that a Pt
A study of costs is not meaningful -t
u.conttt. Quantity alone is not entil
even
of a librarY dePartment-not
the
through
that
We'believe
books.
.u,utog better adapted to the needs of a divisional library'
To be Speci'fic
under the
The evaluation of the quality of the cataloging produced
quaniommottly-accepted
no
are
There
dual-assignment system is el'usive.
kinds we
some
of
Evaluation
field'
in
this
of
quality
titative measures
card catalog and
have, of course. stud'ent and fuculty response to the
tothelocallibraryisanindirectevaluationtoobservantandsensi.
have worked or
tive librarians. Many of the faculty and students
be taken
sometimes
may
iorn-"tttr
their
and
studied on other ."-i,rr".,
a wide
rePresents
j,rdgi;er,rr. f.n" library stafi' too'
;;-;;;p"tutirre
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other universities, and its composite
pplications of our present program.
pose of further evaluation might also
lm.
re public inrerest developed by the
me time a reference librarian is obtical ways. These catalogers are perlleaguesof the graduare itudents ind
nship, Dewey classification numbers,
:er discrimination since the cataloger
rd research interests are being,eroed
tn the other hand, to make sure that
librarian does not do violence to the
lification poliry, we haiie centered
the Catalog Librarian. A Humanities
to group all the works of a significant
r shelf, but it is a basic principle of
: literary works inro groups distin_
lassification system, under cintralized
either concept, but not both at once.

onthispoinr,
having
once
,.." ,f;i1,"11,TT""T#*#'i:T:lili,l

changes in stafi and in personal preference.
The reference libraiian brini,s to cataloging
a breadth and depth of
subject knowledge and interest tiat is reflecieddme
and time again, for
example, i4 the choice and apprication of
*u;"li
rr"uai"g-'1" rapidry
developing fields of research-tlis aduarrtule
is e'speciarry
The
be twenty-five yeari behind"8ti."uue.
contemporary
.need
ibrarian's intimate pe-rsonalknowledge of rutiecl
Lim to suggest the elimination of expensive and
s in the card catalog in instances wheie this work
ed sources. Added entries and anarrian for inclusion in the catalog he
and discriminating. This may prove
th added entries for editors, trinslabibliographic process conrinuously into the hands
^. .lI
or
rne -.-l?_l""linq.the
reierence Iibrarians from the subject division, not
only have we

eliminatednearly att_
9r $9 {uplication lt titii"g.^lnl.
so commonly noticeable

t.*"i.r,

that is

in libriries r,r
separate groups of staff, but we ar(
liographic expertness in our referenct
system of divided and widely separated bibliographic
other words, in this system the ieference tiUraiian
ae
and comprehensive knowledge of all new acquisitions
in his area stardng
at that moment when the new title first appears as
a suggestion for purl
chase or acquisition by other means. This process accumulates
a wide
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his comPrehension .and memory'
on of "the book," its acceptance or
ution o[ immediate practical prob.e copies, necessaryduplications, the
eir rise, their availability, and ultimately with respect to their content and usefulness to student or faculty'
enonyrnity of LuthorshiP, changes in title, items numbered in series'
vafiety and complexity in corporite entry, and especially in government
authoiship, and the in-escapabft intricacie-s of filing a million carcls-none
of these is any longe, u *ytt.ty to the reference librarian working-under
the dual-assignmeit, and every cataloging decision Permanently afiecting
reiord is iempered to some degree by experithe library'siittiograptric
ence gained in the reference function.
Dies this system sacrifi.ceuniformity and essential bibliographic detail
in the card catalog? To the extent that such uniformity.an-d-detail are
desirable and econ-omicallyreasonable, the answer is "No"! We have ast"tu"." on this point because the system afiords a maximum application
of
of cataloging thiory and practical ieference experience to the making
at
one
time
have
rePort
of
thii
such decisio"ns.All'three of tfte authors
or another been head catalogers for a substantial period of time' Among
the three there is also a co-nsiderable accumulation of direct reference
The ultimate application oj. the divisional concept in the
"*p"ri""...
du'al-assignment of librarians to a combination of reference work and
catalogiig was an outgrowth of much reflection uPo-n the accumulative
of long ye"arsof service in university libraries where these
"*p.ri'"rr&,
pri*ury functions weie held to be entirely seParate and sacred' each from
ihe other. In this new system librarians are urged to- concentrate uPon
and to grow intelle.t.ruily in subject areas of special interest to them,
and thei are given every encouragement to apply to their work as librarknowledg" of utt the essentialelements of librarianians a.o-prJh"ttive
ship.
Recruiting and Indoctri,nation
Sometimes newcomers are shocked by the breadth of their responsibilities in the dual-assignmenr. Newcomers are therefore given a careinduction"consisting first of three to six months full-time
f"ffy-pfu"".d
as*".1^i" the reading room of the Jubject division before the half-time
of
taint
signment to the w6rk of technical service is initiated. Without
of
support
full
to
pi-ejudice or pious hope, we can say that conversion
the
ifr.'pfu" .o-6, ,oorr.r'or later and invariably within the first year of
expelrence.
logical
The problem of adjustment to the dual-assignment'-however
it'
usually
direct
and
the plan may apPear Jo be to those who defend
employderirles f.om uttitodes d,eveloped in library school or,in previous
advanced
the
astaught
rinfortunately
,rr.rrt. Cut"loging is sometirires
Catalog
calculus of librarianship rather than as its eiementary algebra'
of
home
the
as
known
too, have ir, ,o-" situations become
a.p"*a",t,
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Scheduling

Training for Promotion

cataloging at the university of Nebraska is viewed not only as a means
of organizing new materials for use and accompanying them with ade.I8l

.

their subject areas.
Menti"on should also be made here of another suPPorting argument.

Stafi Commeni

.182.

of its diverse elements. The dual-assignment broadens the experience of
the beginning librarian and gives him better preparation for future
responsibilities."
Richard Farley, formerly Assistant Director of Libraries for Science &
Technology and now Associate Director of Libraries, and here speaking
for the Science & Technology Division, says: "The most significant conse-

Bernard Kreissman, Assistant Director of Libraries for the Humani-

separate walled-off compartments rather than in one single unit?',,

.
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ON THE DIVISIONAL

UNIVERSITY

PLAN

LIBRARY

AT THE

OF NEBRASKA

r. Lundy, F. A. and Renfro, K. R. "New Frontiers for the College LibrarY." Library
J ournal, 76: rogr - r096. July r 95 r.
z. Lundy, F. A. "The Divisional Plan Library." College and' Research Li'braries. q : r 4g'
r48. March 1956. (Part of "A Symposium: Library Service to Undergraduate College
Students.")
"The Divisional Library at Nebraska." Library Journal' 8o:r3oz-r3o3' June r'
1955. fl'Vith administrative Chart.)
Librar4. Chiprnan, J. D., Hopp, R. H., and Vennix, A. J. "The Role of the Divisional
ian." College and Research Libraries, r5:r48-r54. April 1954'
Service."
5. Marvin, Pitricia. "Circulation in the Divisional Library: the New Plan of
CoIIege and Research Libraries, rzi24r-244,265. July tg5t.
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7 7 : r o 4 o - r o 4 r .J u n e r 5 , 1 9 5 2 .
SLyle." CoIIege and, Research
7. iireissman, B"ernard. ""B-rowsing-Room-Divisional
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Libraries in Divisional Plan University Libraries."
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of Dewey. For example, at the University of Nebraska there has been
heavy buying in the Scandinavian and in the Spanish American literatures. The quantity of orders which began to arrive forced a reconsideration of the Dewey numbers, with the result that-expanded numbers are
now being used in the Scandinavian literatures, and in most other
"minor" literatures as well. However, the former system of classifying
Spanish American literature has been scrapped altogether, and the fourteenth edition of Dewey has been adopted with an alphabetical table devised by Luis F. Malaga2 which is based on the frequency of names in
Spanish rather than in English.
The ways in which the reading room profits from the assistant's work
in the Cataloging Department are perhaps not so numerous, but they are
tangible and important. In cataloging, and particularly in doing original
cataloging, the librarian usesspecial tribliographical tools which he would
probably not use frequently in the reading room and which may hot have
been mentioned in library school classes.However; since he has to use
them to find information for his cataloging work, he is more likely to
remember their existence and is better able to help patrons with an
obscure question in the reading room.
Since the University of Nebraska Library is organized on the divisional plan, only a small portion of the collection is housed on open
shelves in the reading rooms, most of the books being in the stack areas.
flowever, a person who has been cataloging is acquainted not only with
reading room books but also with tJrosewhicl,r he has cataloged and sent
to the stacks.
Probably the most important way in which the reading room profits
from the half time spent in the Cataloging Department is that the assistant librarian learns how to use the catalog. Since many subject headings
seem to be phrased arbitrarily, some thought is often necessary to figure
out exactly what subject heading to look under for particular information. For example, the University Library has many requests from students for skits; however, books of skits are listed under "Amateur theatricals". Since a person from the reading room was also working in the
Cataloging Department, he was able to make a cross reference from
"Skits" to "Amateur theatricals", so that students could find books for
themselves. This is not to imply that cross references are inserted ad lib.
Only after consultation with the Head Cataloger is any such step taken.
ffowever, annoying deficiencies in the catalog are probably more quickly
remedied in this split system than in the conventional system where every
point brought up by the public service department must be the basis
of a battle with the Cataloging Department. From working with subject
headings in the Cataloging Department, the librarian comes to realize
how they are worded and is better equipped to help patrons with the catalog than is a librarian who has never classified a book.
The library benefits from having a portion of its staff working in two
places, becausedepartmental rivalries seem less apt to occur. Personswho
work both in public service and in the Cataloging Department are natu.
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rally chary of criticizing "those catalogers". Even the full time catalogers
are always in touch with the public service departments, since they are
revising the work of the junior catalogers who are also public service
Iibrarians.
One disadvantage of this system which has been mentioned by critics
is the cost of training one person to do two jobs. This is true to a certain
extent. The rate of turnover in the group of junior lib arians can also
be a disadvantage. Ilowever, when one junior librarian goes, the library
has lost only half a cataloger; and the probability is that both junior
librarians will not leave at the same time. A third disadvantage could be
that the cataloging is not as expert as it would be were it done by fulltime catalogers. This last criticism of the split system may be answered
by pointing to all the simplifications of the cataloging and classification
processes which have occurred recently. These disadvantages, however,
even the one of cost, seem to be outweighed by the advantages of the dual
assignments to the library.
The person working in the split assignment benefits also. At Nebraska,
since these jobs are held frequently by persons right out of library school,
the individual develops a broader understanding of library pracdces and
problems; he gets twice as much experience as he would were he working
only in public service or only in cataloging. He becomes more closely
acquainted with books than he would if he did not catalog them, and the
librarian learns to use many more reference tools than he would in the
course of a position in public service only.
The assistant librarian profits from his reading room experience when
he is in the Cataloging Department in several ways. He is able to see the
end of an action, a book order, which perhaps he originated in the reading room. IIe learns also that the public service department is not necessarily *re pivot around which the rest of the library revolves. He learns
to appreciate the work of the Cataloging Department and of the other
technical services.For the person who works in this dual assignment, then,
there are definite advantages.
Regardless of all intentions, however, this plan would probably not
work well if the individuals involved were not above average. They need
to be flexible, able to see both sides of a question, and willing to learn.
The assignment of assistantlibrarians to duties in both public service
and cataloging, which is producing good results at the University of Nebraska Libraries, is to be recommended where practicable to libraries and
to librarians, for both organizations and individuals can profit from it.
r. Renrro,K. R. "catalogingin the JItffiT:t
rbirb4-r87.April r954.
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z. Malaga, L,. F. "Reglas y tablas de notaci6n interna",
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an Integral
Acquisition
and Cataloging;
Partof ReaderServices*
FIeNNe Er-se Knurcnn
Associate Li'brarian
W ashington State UniaersitY
Pullman, Washington

and r,roo students enrolled in extension courses.The appropriation for
the last biennium was $r8,rg3,ooo, an annual budget of approximately

binding was $78,e75,and the total library budget, $316,7r7. Library services were provided by the equivalent of 64 full-time staff members-so
librarians with faculty status, z8 non-faculty, and the equivalent of 16
full-time student assistants.
Our present organization was provided for in the plans for the new
library building as early as rg47.In r95o G. Donald Smith, the Director
of Libraries, described the philosophy underlying the reorganization of
library services:"The new building was designed around a plan of close,
flexible, and ever-expanding cooperation between the library and the
instructional stafi, to bring the library into active and not passive sharing
* Paper presented at the Catalog Division symposium on "New Development in
during the September rg57 Conference of the Pacific NorthCatalog-Administration,"
west Library Association at Bozeman, Montana. A summary of the paper appeared in
the PNLA Quarterly, October 1957.
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in the educational enterprise. The core of this scheme is the abandon-
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nical Service Division as general coordinator of the cataloging services
and as general supervisor oI the routine acquisition, card prgplation, and
mechariical prepiration operations. The Head of the Acquisition Section,
responsible iof UiUtiogtaphic searching and order, gift, and exchange

Administrative

Office.

by' their divisional library.e
Exceptions, of course, prove the rule. Microfilm collections and readers are ientralized in the-Technical Service Division. The newest divi-
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The Technical Service Division now is responsible for a variety of
services:editing and maintenance of the centraf aurhor/rirle and subject
catalogs,.duplication of catalog cards and other library records, -urking
and plating of books, mail and delivery service, the cenral information
desk, and the microfilm, etc. collectioni and microfilm, etc. readers.
centralized in the Library Administrative office are the necessary
administrative controls and routine activities such as maintenance oi
Personnel records; budget records; order, gift and exchange; and interlibrary and extension loan records and correlpond.ence. A Library Administrative council, composed of the Director, Associate Director, and the
chiefs of the major library divisions, is the medium for coordination of
the various semi-autonomous units.
At the divisional level, coordination and integration are maintained
by the chief of the division; assignment of duties iaries with the abilities
and experience of the individual stafi members. For example, in the
Humanities Library the three professional librarians are responsible for
the special development of the collections in definitely-assigned subject
area-s,a-swell as general development. Each is responsible for descripiive
cataloging, subject classification,assigning headings for materials in these
assigned subject areas, and for refeience service, instruction in the use
of the library, and faculty contacts. The professional stafi is assistedby
a non-facu.lty supervisor responsible for routine searching descriptive
cataloging, binding preparation, and filing operations, mosiof which are
handled- by two full-time clerk-typists. ciicuiation, shelving, and reserve
book collections are under the direction of another non-facuitv supervisor.
assistedby the equivalent of two full-time student assistants.
You, no doubt, would like to know what some of our problems have
been in achieving this type of organization. one of the most insidious
has been.the persistence of the policies and routines of the superseded
o_rganizationalpattern. In the transition from the separate Riference,
cataloging, etc. departments to the Reader service and rechnical service
divisions, many of the routines, the policies, even the forms, remained
unchanged. In the decentralization of the T'echnical Service Division
functions, the immediate result was not the hoped for integration of professional serviceg but rather the establishment of a divisional reider
service and technical service section in each divisional librarv-and. never
the twain shall meett
Another problem was the result of insufficient time and lack of staft
sufficiently experienced to develop in advance a code of procedures for
the functioning of the new organization. Policies and. routines were more
or less adapted or d-eveloped by individual stafi members in response to
changing trends and the demands of a variety of teaching methods and
materials. Experimentation was at a premium, and codification was
envisioned as the ultimare rather than aJ the initial step.
one of the most vexing problems had to do with the classification of
materials, the location of materials on specific subjects. The original
allocation of subjects among the divisional-libraries was according t6 the
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for his own decisions and procedures, is challenging and exciting for some
individuals, but frightening and exceedingli, frustrating to others. As
you can well imagine, our greatest problem has been securing qualified
and interested professional stafi. In so far as our non-faculty personnel is
longest
concerned, we have the problem of rather rapid turn-over-the
However,
two
years.
only
four
years,
and
many
stay
service is usually
the faculty and student wives and the student assistants are of a consistently high caliber, easily trained, and find the variety of duties most
interesting.
These, then, are the problems; now let us consider the advantages.
The obvious advantages are, of course, those inherent in a decentralized

fessional staft facilitate transfer and promotion.
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Administratively the advantagesare many. The Director can delegate
to the division chief authority and responsibility for all services to a
given College division. The division chief is able to develop and adapt
the servicesin his library to the differences in methods and requirements
of instruction and research in the various disciplines. "Division of the
development of the collections [in close cooperation with and under the
direction of the faculty] among the staff of rhe several divisional libraries
enables the staff of each library to concentrate upon its own subject area,
and to test the successof its policies and procedures against the daily
demands of its patrons."6 The needed subject specialists are provided,
but duplication of such specialists in the technical and the reader service
areas is avoided. The dichotomy of cataloging and reference service is
resolved, for the individual stafi member is responsible for developing
and organizing the collection he uses. Versatility of the stafi facilities
scheduling to meet the constantly fluctuating demands in acquisition,
circulation, and reference.
Just how efficient our catalog administration is depends in part on
one's definition of efficiency. Perhaps a few figures will help each form
his own opinion. Last year in the Humanities Library, for example, we
searched purchase requests for a $6,5oo budget, cataloged z,3bo new
titles, (incorporating them in a collection of 8o,ooo titles), and recataloged
Bbo titles. \Me currently receive g75 serial titles. These services required
one half the time of a librarian and the full time of three clerical assisr
ants. In so far as the collections in the Humanities Library are concerned,
we have no cataloging affears. In spite of larger book budgets, the addition of new services, and a steadily-increasing use of the Library by
faculty and students, we have been able to reduce the number of fulltime professional and clerical stafi. We have established a "new"perhaps someone will say that we have merely gone back to an "old"catalog administration, but the effectiveness and the future development
of that organization are dependent entirely on the vision, enthusiasrri,
and ability of the individual staff members.
(Editot's Nofe.' Word received this Spring (rgfg) indicates that W.S.U. is
presently reorganizing, re-centralizing the descriptive catalog'ing, but leaving the subject work (classification and subject cataloging) in the sub;ject
divisions)
r. Lundy,F. A. "Referen..o.. cutuloglTTilt3"',"
uary r, r955.

ma:'LibraryJournal,go:rg.Jan-

2. Smith, G. D. Report on the "Projected Development of the Ernest Holland Library
of the State College of Washingtoni' May 25, rg5o. p. g.
"Report on the Policies and Program of the State College of Washington
Library," March, rgr49,p. r.
"Changing Patterns of Reference Service," Bureau of Governmental Research
and Services, University of Washington, Report, No. tz6. May, 1953, p. 15.
CoIIege and Re5. Kingery, R. E. "A Management Engineering Look at Cataloging"
search Libraries, r4tbg-84r.January, tgg3.
6. Smith, G. D. "Changing Patterns of Reference Service," op. cit., p. 16.
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TechnicalServices
and the Divisional
Planat ldaho
'
MrcHasr, Sraua
Assistant Librarian. T echnical Seruices
(fniuersity of ldaho
t-l-tHE UNIVERSITY
of Idaho Library has been in its new quarrers
I for over a year now. The new building is of modular construction
with luminous ceilings, complete air conditioning, and other features
described in detail in an article by Lee Zimmerman, University Librarian.l
The Iibrary is now operating on a modified subject divisional plan
with divisions in humanities, social science, and science-technology, each
housed on a separate floor. The entire collection is kept in dassified sequenc€ with some materials being taken out of numeral sequence and
placed with the related subject matrer.
Percy D. Morrison has treated the organization of readers' services in
a subject divisional plan in a fine article.z Like the University of Oregon,
the University of Idaho Library operates with a centralized circulation
department, separate federal documents unit, and a single reserve book
desk. There is no general reference section at Idaho, reference service
being given in the respective subject divisions.
This paper is primarily concerned with technical services in a subject divisional plan. At Idaho, the Technical Services Division is a centralized unit comprising Catalog, Order and Serials departments, binding
and mechanical processing of books. There are some libraries which have
done away with centralized catalogjng and classification as well as with
the processing of serials.s Another library has successfully engaged the
subject librarians in the cataloging and classification of materials; the
subject librarians dividing tJreir time between reference work in the subject libraries and cataloging and classification in the central catalog department.4 Many variations of divisional plans have developed to suit
particular local situations. The decision to catalog, classify, and process
all the materials centrally was based on several factors at Idaho. First, it
was believed that a maximum of uniformity and continuity in processing
was desirable during the period of transition from the old library organization by form to the present arrangement by broad subject; and it was
believed that any drastic change in the organization of catalog and other
technical services units might seriously handicap library operations during
the crucial period. Second, the decentralization of cataloging and other
technical operations would require additional equipment and personnel.
.198.

As for the first consideration, it should be mentioned that a number
of special projects were to be undertaken prior to moving the-collection'
Most of ttie prolects have been of a conti-nuous nature, and for illustra'
tion a few of them will be described briefly:
periodicals, previClassification and, catalogi.ng of period'icals.-The
ously kept in an alphabetical s€Qu€rl
cataloged and classified by subject.
done on top of the daily load with
was done by one person, the Head C
on the project several years before tJ
building arrangement. Thus, she ar
library periodicals and their handlir
serials will be done under her super
continuity of expedient processini of this complex gro-uP of materials'
inter-sheiving- of periodicals with
Visibte perioilicat iiilexes.lne
books caled for visible indexes enabling a quick location of _aperiodical
by library users. Each subject division f,as such a visible index which is
aitually an alphabetical list of all library periodicals,- per
and abstracts,as well as selectednuml
ment serials. The Catalog Departme
shortly after the move and is keepinl
for all three indexes whenever a new
new entry due to change of title, mergers, etc' All three indexes are iden'
tical in .orrtet t and foin, and the cenlral handling of new entries assures
the desirable uniformity of these important location tools'
Classification and' italoging of'state agricultural documents'-In the
old. library, the agriculturit Jxperimenr station and extension service
publications were irelved and seiviced as a separate unit in the reference
'section;
these publications were cataloged and dassified--prior to their
integration wiih other library materials in the new building' Because
mosi of them are serial in nar;re, centralized processing of this group of
publications seems to be more effrcient.
central serial record,.-In the old library, separate checking records
were kept for each of the following kinds of serials: (r) periodicals, (z)
agricultirral experiment station ani extension service publications, and
(3) continuations received on standing-orders or by gft and exchange'
ilre decision to esrablish a central seriil record in the new library organization necessitated interfiling these three records into one alph-abe-t.
Since the central serial record-"now.e.ues as both the shelf list and check'
ing record for serials, all the essential data have been transferred from
thE shelf cards to the checking cards, and a note referring the user to the
central serial record for comflete holdings was added to the shelf cards'
This change in the checking-in of seriils was po-ssibleonly because the
units concertt""a *itlt acquisition, cataloging, and processing -o! serials
were kept centralized. Su^ccessfulo_Peration of the central serial record
on two factors: first, complet-e cooPeration of serials
J"pe"at'mainly
checkp.irorrt"t with catalog and acguisition personnel, and, second, the
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er's being accurate and familiar with cataloging procedures. It is not
easy to find and train a dependable person for processing serials, especially since the position, at Idaho, is on a clerical level.
Whereas one person is presently clrecking in all the library serials,
three different persons would be checking in serials if each subject division kept a separate serial record. It is quite evident that the reciuitment
of checking personnel for a centralized serial record is easier than for a
decentralized one. AIso, a greater uniformity and continuity in processing
is thus achieved.
The preparatory work for the new organization of library materials
was a long and laborious rask. In addition to the projects described in
foregoing paragraphs, there were numerous other jobs of a technical
nature connected with the move, such as filing of periodical and theses
cards in the putrlic catalog, expansion of the public catalog, transfer of
catalog cards from old to new cases, new labels on the drawers, etc.
Recataloging and reclassification of certain books in order to shelve them
in a particular library division to conform with the academic divisions
on the campus was another major project.
All these assignmentswere executed as planned. Therefore, the University Librarian did not believe it desirable or necessaryto do away with
a unit that had performed satisfactorily in the past. Aithough the planning of a new library rests upon considerations of public service, the
librarian must be realistic and keep within the budget. He must see to
it that the funds spent on operaring the library are in sound relationship
to the allocations for purchase of books and other printed materials.
Following are a few examples of savings resulting from the maintaining of centralized technical services:first of all, it enabled us to shelve
all of the general bibliographies in one room adjacenr to,the technical
servicesarea, which arrangement obviates the duplication of rather costly
materials. If all divisions did their own cataloging, they would need
duplicate copies of the most important sets such as A Catalog of Boohs
Represented by Library of CongressPrinted Cards and its supplements,
The'British Museum Catalogue of Printed Cards, New Seiiat Titles,
Cumulatiue Booh Index, Publishef s Trade List Annual, and others. Not
only is the subscription cosr considerable, but also the acquisition of the
old volumes is difficult and costly; many of them are out of print, or,
when reprinted, they are priced two or three times as high as the original
cost. The present arrangement makes it possible for these bibliographic
works to be shared conveniently by the technical services people with
other users.
Presently there is only one card catalog for the entire building. It is a
dictionary type catalog and is located near the main entrance and in the
proximity of the technical services. If each division did its own crtaloging, a shelf list, authority files, and a public catalog on each floor,
in addition to the main catalog in the lobby, would be necessary.Not
only cost of additional catalog casesis involved here, but also the reproducing of cards for the divisional catalogs and their maintenance.
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The experience we have had with this arrangement shows that the
serviceshave not suffered noticeably. The students and faculty are used to
obtaining call numbers in the catal,og prior to going to the slrelves for the
books, and the readers' services stafi have made every effort to acquaint
themselves with the divisional collections to be able ro render service.
It should be mentioned that classification numbers for periodicals can be
secured either in the card catalog or in the visible indexes on each floor.
Another example of savings possible through the present organization
is the central serials record housed and maintained in technical services.
Additional Kardex cabinets would be needed if checking-in serials were
done in each division separately, and also duplication of some routine
work would be inevitable. Quick accessto the information on serials is
possible through an inter-com system.
The measures described above have resulted not only in savings on
equipment but also in staffing the library. At present, the Humanities and
Science-Technology divisions are each manned by one professional librarian and one assistant; on the Social Science floor are two professional
librarians and one assistant who also service a closed documents collection, the special collections, and maps. Two persons are a bare minimum
to service the desk at all times considering that these people are also
occasionally scheduled for night and week-end duties. Should cataloging
of materials and processing oI serials be done on each floor, preliminary
study indicates that the operational cost would increase considerably. Not
only would the present catalog and serials staff have to be transferred ro
the divisions, but additional help would be needed.
Although Idaho strives for the highest degree of service, the everpresent conflict between the service and resources cannot be by-passed.
Most of the institutions, and the smaller ones in particular, must be
economy-minded. The funds are too badly needed for purchase of
books and other printed materials to supporr the universiry program.
Only recently the Board of Regents authorized the University of Idaho
to ofter a doctoral program in 1959/6o. In view of this decision, the
primary objective in the near future will be to build up library holdings
in the various subjects to support successfully the doctoral studies. Therefore, every eftort must be made to utilize as much of the budget as possible for purchase of books and other printed materials, avoiding unnecessary duplication of materials, equipment, and operations.

r. Zimrnerman,
Lee."An rnvitationiilT;r..tuniry."

Bookmarh,gtg4-44.Decem-

ber 1956. Also appeared in condensed version in Library lournal, December r, 1956,'
under the title, "Idaho Ideal."
z. Morrison, P. C. "Variation of the Subject.Divisional Plan at Oregon." College and
Research Libraries, r4:r58-r69. April r953.
3. Gorchels, Clarence. "Making Subject Specialists Available for Service." College and
Research Libraries, 16:847-249.October r955.
4. Lundy, F. A. and Johnson, E. M. "Documents in the Divisional Library." College and,
Research Libraries,'rg: 463-466.November r958.
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a
For Establishing
Procedure
Proposed
Index
Costof Periodicals
IInr-rN M. Wnr-cH
Acquisition Librarian
(Jniuersityof Illinois Library

locality servedby a public library.
particular
'
It is far easierto establiih a-costindex for periodicals than for books.
To calculatethe cost of books index a completelynew grouP of titles
must be used each year, while for a periodicals index the titles remain
substantially the samefrom year to year. Another major difterenceis the
time at which the information becomesavailable.A t959 cost of books

ance.
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In setting up the political science periodicals index, I have taken full
advantage of expert opinion available on the University of Illinois cam-

Economic and Business Research. For the assistance and patience of all
of these colleagues, I am deeply grateful. The validity'of this index is
Iargely due to them; for the errors I alone am accountable.
Selection of Political Science Titles
Two considerations guided the selection of titles to be included in
the political science list. The Committee had decided that the base for
both book and periodical indexes should be established on rhe average
cost for the three years, rg47-4g. Because prices for these years were relitively stable, they have been used as the base of a number of important
economic indicators, e.g., the Consumer Price Index. Thus the Ctom-

to calculate the index and to test its validity for the whole field, it was
necessaryto set up a reasonably inclusive list of titles from which a selection could be made. A card file was made of all U. S. titles listed in The
Faxon Librarians' Guide to Peri,odi,calsunder the headings "Government," "Municipal," and "Politics," and in Ulrich's Periodicals Directory,
under "Armed Forces," "Cities and Towns," "Colonies and Colonization,"
"Communism," "Crime and Criminals," "International Relations," "po-
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litical Science," and "Socialism." The next step was to search these titles
through Ayer's tor ry47 to rg58, noting subscription price, beginning
year of publication, rg47 circulation figure, advertising status, and place
of publication. For those titles not listed in Ayer's, the University of Illinois Library shelves were searched to obtain necessaryinformation from
issuesof the magazines. In some casesadvertising status and circulation
figures were obtained from Standard Rate and Data Seruice.
Advertising status and size of circulation were included on the basis
of Dean Peterson's opinion that these two factors afiect subscription
pricqs. Dean Peterson suggesteda third factor, competitive situation, that
is, the existence of competitors covering an area of interest which would
influence any one periodical in setting its subscription rates. This factor
has been ignored in the present study, however; its application seemed
too complex to permit finding a pmctical method of allowing for it. A
use not originally intended for circulation figures developed later in the
study. Professor Ferber recommended a separate index for general periodicals and urged the inclusion in it of those periodicals which popularize
their areas of interest and thus attain large and general circulations. For
example, in the political sciencefield, the American Legion Magazine had
a 1958 circulation of 2,782,67r. Newsweek had a circulation of r1rg,rz1.
Such periodicals, according, to Professor Ferber, have special problems,
may show a difterent pattern of price changes, and should, therefore, have
separate treatment.
Out of the Faxon-Ulrich listings came rgs tirles. Of these, rz6 were
dropped for various reasons: 4r becausethey lay outside the political science field, z5 because they ceased publication or merged with other
periodicals aftet rg47,22 because subscription prices were not avaiiabie
in Ayer's or the University of Illinois Library 16 because they were not
true periodicals (i.e., monographic series, services, newspapers, annuals,
etc.), and r7 for other reasons.The decision that certain periodicals lay
outside the political science field was based on the advice of Miss Toussaint and Mr. Hartje and also upon the classification assigned to certain
titles in the University of Illinois Library collection.
Calculation of Index Numbers
Of the original listings, 66 titles remained to form rhe total sample
upon which to base the index. Indexes for this group were calculated for
the years rgbo through 1958, using the average price for rg47-rg4g as the
base of roo. The figures thus obtained appear as the top line of indexes
in the Table of Results.
Next, the total group was divided in several ways and indexes were
calculated to see how various factors aftected the price trend. The 5o
titles for which circulation figures were available were divided into three
groups and indexes calculated for each group. The 64 titles for which
the advertising status was known were divided into two groups, 39 which
accepted advertising and z5 which did not, and the indexes were calculated for each group. Of the 66 titles, 6z were listed in Ulrich, 48 in
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eral pattern of the total group.
Results
The resulting index numbers for these various samplings lppgul i"
the Table of Reiults. Several conclusions can be drawn from the Table.

, samplings made up of large proPortions of the total to arrive at accurate
and-trusiworthy results. Therefore, the defensible procedure is to use the
total group unless the subject area chosen is large enough, say 4oo to 5oo

clusive. Of the seventeen titles which make up the large circulation
periodicals, five are in the military field with more than zo,ooo circulation
lnd are limited to one branch of service. The cost of these has not risen

either tool could be used to obtain a reliable sampling. Those listed in
Ayer's tend to increase more steeply in price than does the total gouP.
The eight new titles which began during the r948-5o period show a reasonable trend. During the rg5o-53 period, there was no change at all in
subscription price. It is reasonable to assume that a new magazine begins
205' .

life with a budget designed to take care of the first few experimental years.
Thereafter, this group began, to rise at a somewhat faster rate than the.
total group.
Political Science Peri,odicak Cost Index
In order to allow for this different trend in new titles, a new total
group was formed from the original 66 titles plus an additional sg titles
which were dropped from consideration in the first listing because the
titles either began after 1947 or ceasedpublication before rg58. For these
gb titles, called the Final Group, the average price per title was calculated
for the base years ($S.g+)and for rg5o through rgg8 ($g.6e, $3.64, 93.76,
$3.8o, $9.85, $9.88, $g.gf, $4.or, $4.r2). From these averages,indexes were
calculated and the results appear as the lowest line of the Table. The
Final Group indexes, based as they are on continuing titles, new titles,
and titles ceasing or merging, show most accurately the trend of subscription prices for U. S. periodicals in the field of political science during
rg5o-r958.
Proposed Procedure
Based on the experience gained in the above exercise, the following
procedure is suggested in selecting a sample in any assigned subject division and in arriving at index numbers: First, list on separate cards the
titles in either Ulrich or Faxon under appropriate headings. Ulrich is
the more convenient to use since it gives place of publication, which is
needed in referring to Ayer's. New titles begun too late for inclusioq in
the most recent edition of Ulrich can be located in Faxon and in cuffent
subject bibliographies appropriate to the subject division being treated.
Second, eliminate nonappropriate titles by checking in the library classification and with experts in the subject field. There would, of course, be
no objection to a single title appearing in the sample of more than one
subject division, as for example, Agricultural Ed.ucation Magazine in
both agriculture and education. Third, list subscription costs for 19471958, using Ayer's and completing data by examination of as many titles
as can be found. Eliminare those titles for which s'ubscription prices are
not available or which are furnished gratis. Fourth, calculate index numbers on entire group left.
It should be emphasized that when we speak of the total group we do
not by any means have all of the titles which could be listed. Our procedure of taking all of the relevant titles from a single bibliography such as
Ulrich and eliminating those for which prices are not readily availab,le
necessarily yields only part of the possible titles. However, we can have
some faith in our samples since Ulrich gives a good representative selection of titles from a library point of view and since the index based on
the titles in Faxon followed the Ulrich index so closely.
One decided advantage of using all of the titles found is that it will
be unnecessary to introduce a completely new sample periodically. In
computing indexes, it is usual to introduce a new sample every five to
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eight.years. For_the year when the change is madq it is customa to have
ry
two indexes: the old-group-based and- the new-and-old-group-togetherbased. The procedure here lollowed gives a conrinuousry e*oolving Jample
and makes a complete change at att/orre time unnecessary.
Application

to Periodicats in Field of Agriculture

subject divisions and ro seewhich divisions might reasonably be combined
becauseof like price trends.
Conclusions
The procedure outlined above indicares that the calcuration of a cost
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Studiesand Surveysin Progress
Menreru SeuNon
Catalog DePartrnent
Enoch Pratt Free Library
Baltimore, MarYland
Carer-ocrNc rx Souncn
rSrHE
LIBRARY of Congress terminated the cataloging phase of CIS
in
February
(for earlieiinformation on CIS, seeWinter 19,59issue of
I
LRTS). Over a period of eight months, rz59 titles were cataloged under
the program, the catalogers working from page proofs forwarded by t69
publishers. The proofs were given special handling and, in most cases,
were returned to the publishers with the catalog entry by the end of the
working day on which they were received at LC.
Questionnaires were mailed to libraries selected to participate in the
Consumer Reaction Survey, and interviews were conducted by the Survey
staff during April and May. The five staff members visited about zoo
libraries including public, state, college and university, special, school and
school system libraries, and processing centers. Each staff member had an
extensive itinerary: Eleanor Campion representing special libraries on
the Group, visited all types of libriries in Delaware, Pennsylvania, Michigan, Ohio, and Indiana; Virginia Drewry, school library specialist, interviewed librarians in the Southeastern states; Richard Pautzsch, public
library representative, was responsible for the New York and Chicago
areas, including Iowa, Minnesota, and Wisconsin; Joseph Treyz, college
and university library specialist, covered the New England area, northern
New York State, the Dismict of Columbia, Virginia, and North Carolina;
the Western stateswere the responsibility of Esther J. Piercy, Director of
the Consumer Reaction Survey.
In addition to opinion solicited through personal interviews, much
was received by mail in responseto the notices carried in library journals
requesting the opinion of all librarians on the pros and cons of CIS.
ALA's participation in the project was through the Cataloging Policy
and Research Committee which acted in an advisory capacity. The full
report on Cataloging in Source is due by the first of September.
INrrnNerroNar- CoNrrrRENcEoN CerelocrNc Rurns
The preliminary meeting to plan for the International Cataloging
Conference will be held in London, July zo-zg, rg5g. This meeting, for
which the IFLA Working Group is being enlarged to include about
twenty persons, will determine the scope and objectives of the Interna-

.
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tional Conference (seeWinter rg5g issue of this magazine for background
information).
At this stage it is assumed that the International Conference will co'ncern itself with orrly one type of catalog-the alphabetic catalog of authors
and titles-and that the agenda will be limited to discussionsof choice
and form of entry words and headings. It is suggested that the Conference
should attempt first to reach general agreement on the main purposes to
be served by the alphabetic catalog and the general principles of catalog
construction, then proceed to the consideration of special subjects. The
probable special topics for discussion: treatment of personal names varying in form; the choice of entry for works of multiple authorship, enrries
for corporate bodies, anonymous works, and serial publications.
In preparation for the preliminary meeting, a comparative study is
being made of the most important cataloging codes used in various countries, in order to record the main difierences between them and to discover the conflicting principles on which these difierences rest.
Drcrual

Cr-assrrrcetroN ABRoAD

Benjamin A. Custer, Editor of the Decimal Classification, and Godfrey
Dewey, son of the founder of the DC and President of Forest Press, had
a two-week trip to the United Kingdom and the Netherlands in the
Spring, the purpose of which was "to foster British and international
interest in and use of the DC, in school, public, and special libraries."
There were visits to public, university, and special libraries, and to
the headquarters of the International Federation of Documentation at
the Hague where Messrs.Dewey and Custer participated in a meeting at
which some tentative decisions were reached looking toward closer liaison
between the Universal Decimal Classification and the Dewey Decimal
Classification. At the headquarters of the Library Association, they talked
with one group of librarians interested in using the DC in the developing
school libraries of the British Commonwealth, and with another group
desirous of helping the editors to make future editions of the DC of
greater assistanceto non-IJ.S. users.
NertoNer UNroN Cereloc or Melruscmpr CorrncrroNs
The Library of Congress has received a grant from the Council on
Library Resources,Inc. for the purpose of initiating work on a National
Union Catalog of Manuscript Collections. For many years there has been
a need for an inventory of manuscripts, but efiorts to produce such a
record were always confronted with the problem of the enormous number
of individual manuscripts in existence.This problem will now be resolved
since the National Union Catalog will record primarily collections. A
code of rules for cataloging manuscript collections has been adopted and
work on the creation of the catalog can proceed.
The Library of Congress, with the assistanceof an advisory committee
representing interested groups, is requesting data on dtandard forms from
institutions holding manuscript collections. The information received
'210'

will be edited into catalog entries and cards will be pre-pared for them.
The immediate goal is to"bring together uniform descriptions oI about
27,oooknown collections. Eveniually it is hoped to record all ^collections
of manuscripts held by libraries and archives in the United States.
Specn PnosrEMs oF lJNrvrnstrv I-rsRARrBs

tions and stored economically. An atrempt will be made to determine
whether a valid criteria can be worked ont for the identification of such
books.
The general supervision of the Yale study will be the responsibility of
Litrrarian. A report on the
John HI Ottemiller, Associate University
is expected to be of use to
and
three
years,
due
in
about
be
iroject will
bther libraries faced with expanding collections and insufficient space.
Er,ncrnoNrc LTnRARYEqurrunNr

tion to any other desired Point."
SrencnrNc Srr-ncron GE-z5o
Establishment of a scientific world document center seemsmore of a
possibility with the announcement by Western Reserve University Presi2tl

Allan Kent, Associate Director of the WRU Center for Documentation and Communication Research, said that the GE-z5o would "search
the entire roBZ pages of 'Gone With the Wind' in three and one-half
minutes picking out the number of times a word appeared or a combination of words appeared."
The new machine, to be one of the Center's most important tools,
would be able to search the year's outpur of the world's metallurgical
Iiterature in six minutes, the year's output in chemical literature in one
hour, or an entire collection of company reports in several minutes.
JesseH. Sherra believes that the new machine "could revolutionize the
field of librarianship and library education as much as computers have
revolutionized accounting."
Er,ncttourc LrrenerunB Srencnrxc
The Center for Documentation and Communication Researchat West-

literature searching project is an expansion of the abstracting service
"ASM Review of Metal Lirerature."
Colrlror.r Laxcuacr ron MecnrNe SrencHrNc
An international conference on "standards on a Common Language
for Machine Searching and Translation" will be held in Cleveland, bni-o,
September 6-tz, tggg under the sponsorship of \Mestern Reserve University and Rand Developmenr Corporation. Leading information processing
systemsspecialistsand designers from all over the world will be present.
The main purpose of the conferencewill be "to encourage the development of a common language or a seriesof compatible machine languages
to prepare scientific and technical literature for searching, selecting correlating, and translating by automatic equipment."

., ,r,

-

L.TBRARv
TEcrrNorocv Pno;ncr

A grant from the Council on Library Resources, Inc. to ALA makis
possible the inauguration of a service to provide librarians, retailers, and
manufacturers with accurate, qualitative information on library equipment and supplies (see ZRZS, Winter rg59 issue, for information on
preliminary suwey).
The first major work of the project will be the collection of information on existing standards for library supplies and reports of present
testing. From this information a handbook will be compiled which will
be kept current through a regular department of the ALA Bulletin. As
soon as the project is under way, free information service for mail and
telephone inquiries will be available. Long range plans for the project
envision the establishment of a testing laboratory and research programs
to develop items of equipment needed by libraries. LTP is expected to
do for libraries what standards and specifications with accompanying
testing do for purchasing agents in government and industry.
The program will be administered through an advisory committee
made up of members of the Library Administration Division. Administrative supervisor will be Richard flarwell, Associate Executive Director.
f rvrrn-AunnrceN CoopnmrroN
The Fourth Seminar on the Acquisition of Latin American Library
Materials was held June rE-rg, rg59 with the Library of Congress acting
as host. The topic was "Library Support to Latin American Area Studies
and Major Subject Interests of Universities and O'ther Learned Institutions." In addition to panel and general discussions relating to the
topics of this seminar, progress reports on the work of committees established by previous seminars were prepared. Reports of previous seminars
can be obtained from the host institutions: First, University of Florida
Library at Gainesville; Second, University of Texas Library at Austin;
Third, University of California Library at Berkeley.
A Division of Science Development has been established by the Pan
American Union to promote cooperation among the American nations
in the fields of natural and social sciencesand in the peaceful applications
of nuclear energ'y. A bulletin will be issued to supplement the bibliographic and scientific servicesnow available in this area. Robert L. Birch
is program specialist in scientific communication, with the new division.
IxrsnNerroNet. Lrsr or SusscnrprroN AcrNcrrs
The RTSD Serials Policv and Reseaich Cbmmittee has recommended
the appointment of a committee to solicit information from libraries for
the compilation of an international list of subscription agencieswith their
areas of specialization.
Assrnecr Cenos non TrcnNrcnr, Rnponrs
"The Literature Research Unit of the Technical Information Section,
Picatinny Arsenal, Dover, N.J., is preparing a questionnaire to survey
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Department of Defense technical libraries and those institutions and contractors doing related work for the Government in order to determine the
utility and effectivenessof preparing abstract cards for inclusion in technical reports."
Previously each agency has set its own standards for issuance of abstracts, which has resulted in a wide variety of techniques. A uniform
system for preparation of ab,stracts,subject headings, and added entries
would permit issuing installations to include sheets of abstract cards
which could be used by librarians and patrons.
"Rpepsns' INtnnrsr"

Cr-essrnrcerrou

Mr. Ulveling's challenge to catalogers, to consider seriously the extension of use of the "readers' interest" dassification, was taken up by
the cataloging Policy and Research committee when it included the^subject in the agenda for its
January meeting. Ruth Rutzen, Director of
Home Reading service of the Detroit Public Library described the reader
interest shelf arrangement and its successin Detroit branches. The committee feels that a serious study of the successes
and failures of the sysrem
is desirable.
(Any inf ormation on studies, survqs, or research proiects in our field
of interest will be appreciated,. we are interested in projicted, actiuities as
well as those in progress.-M.5.)
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Non-Library
Periodicals
for Library
TechnicalServices
WorrceNc M. Fnsrrec
Subject Cataloger
Haruard. College Library
rf'tODAY
OUR PROFESSIONALS-members
of the library profession
! as well as many other specialist groups-spend far too much time on
the solution of "problems" which have long since become routine operations in other fields. It is often a good idea, before tackling any task, to look
for expert advice in the proper place. As librarians we consult our library
periodicals first, of course, and they very often provide all the help we
need; but, by their very nature, library periodicals can never be expected
to do justice to the whole range of perplexing subjects with which the
librarian of today has to cope: administrative problems, questions of
office automation, the use of microfilm, public relations and media, to
name only a few.
In this situation the journals of the specializedvocations, the sciences,
and the professions will help the librarian to adapt to the special needs
of the library the techniques which have been developed and tested outside of his own field. The purpose of the following checklist is to acquaint
librarians with a number of non-library periodical publications which
are known to contain valuable information relevant to library work.
Pleading for what might be termed utilization of pre-solued problems
does not mean advocating intellectual inertia, nor should it suggest the
let-George-do-it attitude. On the contrary, experiments and the inventive
spirit should never be discouraged; for what the library world needs most
are fresh, unorthodox approaches to some of the old problems. But, on
the other hand, why should these same old problems be studied time and
again when the solutions are readily accessibleoutside our own circle?l
A word about the selection of titles: omitted from this survey have
been all professional library periodicals, including some that deal with
very special phases of librarianship. Also generally excluded are booktrade journals and literary, bibliographical, or abstracting journals which
are everyday working tools in the acquisitions and catalog departments
and therefore "de facto" library periodicals. The scantinessof the section
on Resources and Acquisitions, where only a few of the lesser known
titles will be found, is a result of this principle of selection. Documentation magazines, on the other hand, had to be included, chiefly because
of their technological orientation and also because they often suggest re1Cl. Waldron, R. K. "Implications
rg:rr8-23, r64. 1958.

of Technological

Progress for Librarians,"
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freshingly-difierent cures for the ailments that beset the library organism.
Finally, it must not be forgotten that almost all of the scientific and
t-echnologicaljournals, particularly in chemistry, physics, and electronics,
do, from time to time, devote spaceto problems ot'-docurnentation in their
fields. The librarian should krrow this, even rhough he may hardly be
expected to examine them even cursorily because of their vast number.
No systematic efiort has been made to include foreign titles. Those that
have been selected were chosen either because nothing comparable. is
published in this country or becausethe periodicals in question are international in scope and often have summaries or entire aiticles in English.

AllrrursttatroN
Administratiae

Science Quarterly.

AND MeNecrlmNr

Graduate School of Business and Public Administra-

International
Managernent Digest. McGtaw-Hill
Publishing Co., Inc., g3o W. 4znd
Street, New York r8, N.Y. rg58Monthly. $b.oo.,Contains absrracts from about
65 magazines in the fields of business and public administration from all over the
world.
Management Reaiew. American Management Association, 33o W.4znd Street, New york,

West, Toronto rr, Ontario. rg55Monthly. $3.oo. Difiers from other management periodicals in that it gives more attention to personnel and labor questions;
has a special "What Would You do with this Labor Problem" feature.
Office Management; the Magazine for Managernent Executi.aes. Geyer-McAllister publications, zre Fifth Avenue, New York ro, N.Y. rg4o$3.oo. Covers all important aspects of office management, from furniture and equipment ("Tools of the
Ofiice") to personnel management.
The Automatic Office. Pub.lished by Automatic Office Consultants, bobT Woodward Avenue, Detroit z, Mich. rg58Monthly. $z4.oo. Tells when and where to install
automatic office equipment and how to take care of it.
Operations Research. Operations Research Society of America. Troo Connecticut Avenue,
Chevy Chase, Md. rg5zQuarterly. $7.5o.
Operational Research Quarterly. Operational Research Society, rr Park Lane, London
W.[,. rg5oQuarterly. ro.oos O.R. and its British counterpart O.R,e. differ
sharply both in content and attitudes from the "simple" management journals.
They are both devoted to quantitative studies of organizations in action by reducing
the real situation to mathematical models. The two periodcals emphasize analyses
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of military operations, but several articles have dealt with problems, which bould
well stimulate a librariant thinking. SeeWilliam Prager's article "On Warehousing
Problems," O.R., 5:go4-rz, rg57, and William Karush, "A Queuing Model for an
Inventory Problem," O.R., g:699-7o2,rg17.
Public Ad,mi,nistration Rani.eu;the Journal of the American Society for Public Ad.min'
istration. r3r3 E. 6oth Street, Chicago 37, lll. rg4oQuarterly. $8.oo. Supplies
information on developments in the broad field of public administration and has
analytical articles on special problems.
The periodicals in the following group deal with the administration
tions whch are similar to libraries, in some organizational aspects.

of institu-

Church Property Adrnini.stration;
a Nati,onal Publication for the Admini'strators ol
Publishing
Catholic Churches, Schools anil Institutional
Properties. Administrative
Bi-monthly. $z.oo.
Co., Inc., zo W. Putnam Avenue, Greenwich, Conn. 1936Bulletin ol the International Association of Uni,uersifr'as (Text in English and French).
lnternational
Universities Bureau, rg avenue Kl6ber, Paris. rg5gQuarterly.
$e.oo.
Bulletin of the Association of American Colleges, TzG Jackson Place, N.W., Washington
6, D.C. rgr54 times a year. $g.oo.
CoIIege and IJniversity Business. Nation's Schools Division, Modern Hospital Publishing
Co., Inc.,9rg N. Michigan, Chicago rr, Ill. 19146Monthly.5od P€r no.
par unesco; a quarterly reaiew published' by
Museum; reaue trimestrielle publiie
Unesco. United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization, tg avenue Kl€ber, Paris. rg48Quarterly. $5.oo. In addition to being a survey journal
of activities and means of research in the field of "museography", Museum coters
such interesting topics as storage, air temperature and humidity control, budgets,
bookkeeping, etc.
Curator. Published by the American Museum of Natural History, New York 24, N.Y.
rg58Quarterly. $5.oo.
This is another journal for professional museum stafis, which makes very interesting reading for librarians who want to know how to arrange exhibitions, display
prints or manuscripts, and make sure that their message reaches the largest number
of people.

Burr,orucs,Funrrrunr, Orrrcr EqurrrvrcNr
Architectural Record.. F. W. Dodge Co., ro Ferry Street, Concord, N.H. tSgrMonthly. $5.oo.
Desi.gn. Standard Catalogue Co., z6 Bloomsbury Way, London, WC r.
Architectural
rg3oMonthly. $5.oo. These two journals ofler a survey of the architectural
field. Both have, in recent years, devoted special articles to new ideas in church,
school, and library desigrr.
Furniture Forun; Reference ol Contemporary Design. Philip L. Prichard, Depot Square
quarterly. $5.oo. Has departments for furniture,
Bldg., Englewood, N.J. rgr4glighting, decorative fabrics, wall papers, accessories.
Inilwtrial
Design"; a Reuiew of Fonn and Technique in Designing for Ind,ustry. WhitBi-monthly. $g.oo.
ney Publications, Inc., 18 E. 5oth Street, New York zz. rg54Compares critically new ventures in furniture design, installations, ofrce machines.
Kunst, hilnstlerisches Geuerbe. Brund.
Werk; Schweizer Monatsschrilt filr Architektur,
AG, Technikumstr.
8r.
Schweizer Architekten, Zrtich, Buchdruckerei Winterthur
Monthly. g3.oo sfr. This German language journal has printed some of
rgr4the really outstanding articles on modern continental school and library architecture. Its suggestions for intedor decoration are always noteworthy and in good
taste.
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The following three periodicals deal with the application of automated processes
in many ways, including non-industrial
fields.-;scientific
Absrracring by Comand. a
Puters," by J. W. Carr, III, in v.7, no. 4 of Computers and, Automation
note on the utilization of closed circuit TV in v.3, no to oL Automation and, automati,c Equipment Neus arle typical of the scope and content of all three.

IBM

the entire automation field.
Joumal of Research and, Deuelopment. InLernational Business Machines Corp.,
5go Madison Avenue, New York zz, N.Y. 1957euarterly. $3.5o. A quarterly
account of happenings in the IBM research laboratories and an excellent sburce oi
factual information for those who wish to keep abreast of the latest developments
in computer technology, electronic data processing and courmunications systems.
BrtorNc

eNo Boor

CoNsrnverrox

Booh Production, Incorporating Boohbinding Magazine; Deaoted, to Desi,gn and Manufacture of Books, Catalogs, Pamphlets and Allied Products. 5o Union Square.
New York g, N,Y. r9e5?Monthly. $3.oo.
The Library Binder. Published by the Library Binding Institute, ro state srreet, Bosron,
Mass. Quarterly. Membership. rg5zBoth are devoted to the art and craft

On the subject of paper: production, chemical properties, trade, etc., there exist
a good many peiiodicals, from which the librarian may obtain expert guidance.
Tappi. Published by the Technical Association of the Pulp and Paper Industry, r5g
E. 44th Street, New York r7, N.Y. rgr8Monthly. gro.oo.
Paper MiIl Nezrs. Published by the American Pulp and Paper Mill superintendents
Association, L. D. Post, Inc., r44o Broadway, New York r8, N.y. 1876Weekly.
$4.oo.
Paper Trad,e JournaX. Lockwood Trade Journal Co., Inc. r5 W. 47th Street, New york
Weekly. Price varies.
36, N.Y. t87z-
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Paper and Print; for Papermahers, Printers and Print Users. Stonehill and Gillis, Ltd.,
3zg High Holborn, I-ondon W.C. r, rgz8Quarterly. ros.
Insti.tute of Paper Chemistry. Bulleti,n: Library Notes. Lawrence College, Appleton,
Wisc. r93oMonthly. Price not given.
Direct Adaefiising; a catalog of MilI Brand Papers. Published by the Paper Makers
Advertising Associadon, b8r Boylston Street, Boston 16, Mass. rgrzQuarterly.
Price not given.
Archia fiir Druck umd, Papier; Buchgewerbe, Graphik, Werbung. (Text in German and
English). Buch- und Druckgewerbe-Verlag, Berlin-Marienfelde,
Kiepertstr. r g. r g55Quarterly. DM.3o.oo.
Papier Geschichte (Supplement to Papier). Verein der Zellstoft- und Papier-Chemiker
Roether Verlag,
und -Ingenieure,
Eduard
Forschungsstelle Papiergeschichte.
Liebigstr. 24, Darmstadt, Germany. rg5rBi-monthly. DM 6.oo.
While the Archiu covets a wide range of activities, including printing, tyPograPhy,
and other book arts, Papier Geschichte is the only periodical that deals exclusively
with the historical aspects of paper making.

Cerer,ocrNc eNo Cr-essrrrcATroN
American Archiuist. Society of American Archivists, 946 Castle Blvd., Akron r3, Ohio.
quarterly. $7.oo. Important for articles on archival management and for
rg38contributions
in the field of manuscript cataloging. New copying machinery is
frequently discussed and appraised.
American Documentation;
a Quarterly Reuiew of lileas, Techniques, Problems and
Achieaements in Documentation. AlJJetican Documentation fnstitute, School of Library Science, Western Reserve University, Cleveland 6, Ohio. r95oQuarterly.
$6.oo. Scope of this journal: the scientific and theoredcal evaluation of information
research, storage, and retrieval systems. Attempts have been made to develop a
specific philosophy of literature organization and to clarify the part of the documentalist in the modern world of science.
Journal of Documentation; deuoted, to the Recording, Organiza'tiom and Disseminati'on
of Specialized. Knowled,ge. Aslib, 4 Palace Gate, London W.8. rg45Quarterly.
z5.oos. This journal in its "Quarterly Documentation Survey" provides an outstanding checklist for all recent developments in the field. It reviews machinery and
methods and also includes a bibliographical
listing of the literature from bookbinding to technical writing.
Reaieu of Documentation, Reaue de la docum,entation. International
Federation for
Documentation. (Text in English and French). Willem Witsenplein 6, The Hague,
quarterly. f r5.oo. Gives a comprehensive analysis of the
Netherlands. 1934international documentation scene, emphasizes classification more than other aspects.
Nachrichten lilr Dokumentation; Korrespondenzblatt filr die Technik und Wissenschaft,
und FachnorWirtschaft und Verwaltuns. Deutsche Gesellschaft frir Ilokumentation
menausschuss fiir Bibliotheks-, Buch- und Zeitschriftenwesen im Deutschen Nora. Main, Werrastr.
menausschuss. Frankfurt
4, Germany. rgboQuarterly.
DM. rz.oo. This German language magazine has an annotated bibliography, which
comes on separate perforated sheets with each issue; mounting these on g x 5 inch
cards forms the basis of a valuable indsx on documentation.
DFW, Dokumentation, Fachbibliothek, Werhsbilcherei. Nordwestdeutsche Verlagsanstalt,
Monthly. DM e7.oo. Another German
Hannover-O., In der Steinriede 4. rg53periodical, but, unlike Nachrichten, concentrating entirely qn the practical side of
documentation and special library work.
PnrNrrNc,

Dumtcanrxc,

eNo CopyrNc

Ofiset Duplicator Review. ror W. Arst Street, New York r, N, Y. rggrMontlly.
a librarian's
$3.5o. Probably the mosc useful of the printing trade journals,'trom
point of view, because the oftet process is the most likely to be employed by a
small library-operated
printing shop.

.
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Lithographers

Journal. Amargamated L.ithographers of America. r4g w.
5rst street,
rg, N. Y. r9r5Monthly. $"z.oi lNon-*embers).
-r^N::-I:tl
r ne Arner.can Pressman;. a Technical
International
.Magazine deuoted fu brinting,
Prindng Pressmen and Assistants union
if North America. pressmerib Home, Tenn.
19rgMonthly. gz.oo.
The Photoengrauers Eulretin;^officiar
Journal of the american photoengrauers association, fi6 W, Van Buren Street, Chicago
Monrhly. gi.oo.
4, ill. ,grrThe forqgoing four. titles r-eqresent trade union journars
chiefly concerned with
organizational questlons andlabor
politics. Howev"er, all of these have, from dme
to time, also carried technicar artiiles on subjects
such as ttre various printing
processes, new machines, even on editorial Iayout
and proofreading,
rd,ustry. Graphic Arts publishing Co., 6og S,
Monthly. g4.oo.
illiam E. Rudge, Inc. r7 W. 44rh Srreer, New
07.5o. These printing journals pay morc attypography than to the mere technical side
:tract Bulletin. Eastman Kodak Co., Rochest given. Brings news from the photographic
o t\euls. Naaronal Mlcrofilm Association, rg Lafayette
Avenue, Hingham,
r8, Dec. rgrSMonthly. Membership.
Microfilms,
Br3 N. First Striet, Ann Arbor, Mich. rg55_
-Univgrsity
Quarterly' Price nol.givgn. ratJng stock of developments in microfilming for the
benefit of ribraries, d6cumentalists"ana many ottr..'groop.
or -i*ii]L
,rr"rr.

M"*.No,,.
Mtc.rocosn.

Other periodicals

that frequently

evaluate photoreproduction
erica. zoo5 Walnut

machinery:

Street, philadelphia

3,

il.

iety of photographic Engineers, Box 6027,
r9S1euarterly. g5.oo.
re, New york zr, N. y. rg37.
Monthly
'ethods..photography
in Business,Inc. rrr4
Bi_monthly. price not given.
.ction Engineers. r37 Maynard Street, Ann
A new publication entirely devoted to com-

Puslrc

RnarroNs

Public Relations Journar. public Reladons society
' of America, rnc. z w. 46th stteet,
y. rg45Monthly. $7.5o.
_ - JI.* York 96, N.
Public Relations Neus;-.-. - pubric nhoiioirt publication
for Executiaes.8r5 park
Weekly. gg5.oo.
tan College public Relations Association,
/., Washington,.D. C. rgr49_
quarrerly.
ues for the maintenance of good relations

,i'iHJl:'"':oTilfrTs:1,T

Aduertising Age; the National.Newspaper of Marketing. Advertising publicarions,
rnc.,
E. Illlinois Street, Chicago ir, Ill. rg3o_
W'eetly. $3.oo."
Editor and' publisher; the Fourti Estate. F,d{t6r and publislier i"., I"..,
r47g Broadway,
New York 36, N. y. 1884Weekly. g6.5o,
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Printers' Ink; the Weekly Magazine of Adaertisi,ng, Selting and Marketing-.-Printers' Ink
Weekly' $5'oo' The
Publishing Co., zo5 ii,. azia Streei, New York r7, N. Y' 1888three periiodicals in thE above group are the principal sources for information on
advertising media.
Librarians may need even more often the kind
found in the columns of:

of artistic

advice, which

can be

Art Dtrection; the Magazine of Creati.ae Adaertising. Published by the_National Society
of Art Directors. Ad.trertising Trade Publications Inc., 43 E. 4gth Street, New York
Monthly $3.6o.
r7, N. Y. rg5oseveral lanGrapiis;
Inteiiational
afmoitniy
for Graphic anit Apptied-AJt. (Tex-t in
'guages).
Bi'
Amstutz & Herdeg,'Iriuscheleistr.
45, Zutich' Switzerland' 1944'
monthly. r ro sfr.
Gebrauchsgiaphik. Internati.onal Aduertisi.ng Art. (Text in English and German). Bund
Str. 86,
Verlag F. Bruckmann, Nymphenburger
Deutschei Gebrauchsgraphiker.
Monthly. DM r3.5o. (for three Tontl:),'
Munich z, Cermany. igzjCo. 4o7 Gilbert Ave., Cincinnati r, Ohio. r9z3'
Display Worlil.Display'fufitiitring
Monthly. $4.oo.
International
Wi,nd,ou Display. (Text in several languages) Lyss,
Decor Inspiraiion;
Bi-monthly. z6.oo sfr. Recomswitzerland, verlag von Dach und Haller. rg54mended for a self-ieaching course in window dressing, arrangement of exhibits' etc.

Rasounces

AND AcqurslTroNs

Erasmus Speculum Scientiarum. (Text in English, French, and German)' H' R' Sauer'
sfr' 4'oo' "Covering all
Fortnightly'
Hncler & Co., Aarau, Switzerland. 1947-in the humanities is
moral and mental sciences," this out-standing reviewjournal

articles.
Li'
Translati.on Monthly. Published by the Special Libraries Association, John Crerar
Monthly'.$5'oo' f{ere are
brary, 86 E. Rindolph Street,-Chicagb r, Ill. 1955listed translations of articles which can be ordered from the Special Libraries Association's collection of mostly unprinted translations.
Bibliography ol Translations lrim liussian Scientific anil Technical Litetature. National
Monthly'
Science Foundation. Library of Congress, Washington 25, D'C' 1953$3.oo.
Aud.io Visual Cornmuntcation Reuieu. Published by the Department of Audio-Visual
Quarterly'
Instruction, National Education Association, Washington, D'C' 1953$4.m.
and Recreational Guides Inc., 163o Springfield Avenue,
eud;:6-Visual Guiile.Edtcational
Monthly (SePt.-May). $3.5o.
Maplewood, N.J. tggfTeledsion, Record,ings.4-44 Central
Fi,Im Niws; the Ne-wsmigozine of Filmi,'Fiimstripi,
Park West, New YJrk 25, N.Y. 1939Quarterly. $3'oo' Reviews of the most
in libraries: films, filmstrips, and phonowidely collected non-bo6k materiili
records of either the disc or the tape variety.
Busi.nessScreen; the National Business-Journal of Audio-Visual Communication. BusiEight
ness Screen Magazines, Inc., 7o64 Sheridan Road, Chicago 26, Ill.-r938times a year. $3.es. The official organ of the educational motion picture ttade.
Nezos Magazine. Ver Halen Publishing co., 6327 santa
FiIm world and a-v world;
Monthly $4.oo. Has directory of
Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, Calif. 1945manufacturers' catalogues for the prospective buyef of audio-visual equiprnent.
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Research Filrn. Research Film Committee of the International
Scientific Film Association. (Text in English, French, and German). Dr. G. wolf, Institut fiir den wissenschaftlichen Film, G<ittingen, Germany. rg5zIrregular. price not given. A
scholarly and technical journal for those who are professionally interested. in the
future of the documentary, educational, and scientific film.
The number of the existing "audio" magazines is somewhat bewildering. while
most of them are directed to an audience of music lovers or Hi-Fi fani, several
will also serve as valuable bibliographic tools in the acquisitions dq)artmenr.

At your servi
_Over85 yearsof experiencein outstandingserviceto
libraries for publications the world orer:
Placeyour onder,large or small, with us for efficient
handling.
Thorough searching,here and abroad, for out of
print titles.

STECIIERT-HAFNER INC.
FOUNDED
IN NEW YORK1872

fhe WorldsleadinglnteraationalEooksellers
London
999

3I EAST 1OTH STREET, NEW YORK 3, N. Y.
Paris
Stuttgart

TheXeroxProcess
and lts Applicationat Yale
JosnrH H. Tnnvz
Assistant H ead, Catalog Department
Yale Uni,aersityLibrary

The Xerox Process
Among the modern discoveries which are turning out to be valuable to
large libraries is a method of printing called Xerography. Invented in
ry27 by Chester F. Carlson, a New York patent attorney, the process was
developed by Battelle Memorial Institute. In ry44 the Haloid Corporation of Rochester, New York, took out licenses on the Processand started
leasing the equipment in the late nineteen forties.
The Haloid product is called the Xerox Copier and comes in three
separate parts: the camera, the processor, and the fuser, which are rented
as a unit. The camera transfers the image to be reproduced, the Processor
does the Xeroxing, and the fuser makes the ffansformed image permanent.
The basis of the operation is selenium, an element which has the unique
characteristic of high electrical resistance in the dark and relatively low
electrical resistancewhen illuminated. An extremely thin film of selenium
deposited on an aluminum plate forms the working tool of Xerography.
The first step in this process is charging the plate to render it light
sensitive. The charged plate is exposed to an image by the conventional
method of a camera, When exposed, the dark areas of tJre image retain
their charge, while the light ateas lose their charge, thereby producing
a latent electrostatic image. Resinous black powder is cascaded over the
plate and is attracted to and held by this charged area, thus bringing out
ihe image. Paper or a paper offset master is laid on the Xerographic plate
and given a positive charge, which draws the negatively charged powder
from the plate to the paper. If desired, the image can also be transferred
from paper to wood, glass,plastics, or other solid materials. At this point
the copy is cleaned; and the material, if it can be heated, such as a paper
master, is then inserted in an oven, which fuses the resinous powder on
to the material, thereby becoming as perrnanent as the material itself.
Adaantages of Xerography
The advantages of Xerography are, in general, those of photography.
Perhaps the outstanding advantage is that it reproduces directly without
the possibility of human error or the need of special knowledge. This
means that a long complia.te:d cataTog card can be reproduced as easily
as a short simple one, that non-Roman alphabets can be transferred from
.994.

- speed can also be consideredan advantage.A Xerox copy of a single
item can be produced in about two minutes; card work, when four"to
ejsht cardsare reproducedat one time, takes a little ronger becauseof
the time required-to alTangethe cards for Xeroxing and fo-r cleaning the
copy. An illustration of time savedcomesfrom one of the first commercial
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One of the unique advantages of Xeroxing is that changes can be
made in the copy. After thd card or stencil is Xeroxed and before it is
fused, any part of the image can be wiped ofi; after the copy is fused,
information can be added. This has special possibilities for libraries
which reproduce their card masters by Xerography, since LC cards which
do not quite fit a book, or cards for variant editions, can be used, and the
copy corrected simply and neatly to fit the book in hand. Added copies
going to various locations need be cataloged only once, with the changes
in call number being made on the stencil after the card is Xeroxed.
It might also be pointed out that in this type of reproduction, when
a mistake is made in typing the original catalog card, it can be covered
with'Snopake, a heavy white ink, and the correct information typed over
it. LC cards can also be altered in this manner to fit a book without
scratching or erasing, and the Xeroxed copy will not show that a change
or mistake has been made.
Disadaantages of Xero graphy
A large share of the problem and disadvantages of the Xerox are due
to the fact that it is still an infant, and it is hoped that thesewill disappear
as the process is perfected. At the present time, the Xerox model available
has only an 8r/2 x rg inch copying surface on the Xerox plate. Anything
larger must be reduced to this size and arrything smaller cannot be enlarged beyond these dimensions. For libraries using this process in card
reproduction this size is not quite large enough to Xerox eight caids at
a time, the number a multilith stencil holds. There are ways of so.ving
this difficulty, but it would be more satisfactory if this were not necessary.
Another major difficulty that we have found is that to get best results
the type must be jet black on a white background. Type, ink or pencil
impressions that are light will not reproduce adequately; and any background other than white, such as cream or yellow, will give a black-ongray image that cannot be cleaned without looking splotchy. Reproductions of tone pictures are not very satisfactory with the present equipment
available; but, since most library work involves a black and white reproduction, this is not a serious obstacle.
Humidity is a great enemy of Xerography. It has the efiect of nullifying the electrical charge and of curling stencils so that on damp days
satisfactory work cannot be produced. This can be remedied by a dehumidifier or by air conditioning. Ammonia fumes, such as those thdt
come from an Ozalid machine, afiect Xerox reproduction in the same
way. Sunlight also damages the Xerox plate, so the equipment should be
set up in a room that can be cut ofi from the direct rays of thesun.
Another limitation is that a Xerox plate cannot be used continuously
or it loses its strength. If the Xerox machine is in operation all day, it is
necessaryto use six or more plates in rotation, giving each a chance to rest
after it has been used.
None of these problems is serious; and, as later models make their
appearance, no doubt the difficulties will be gradually eliminated.
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Xerography at Yale
, application of the Xerox will give a
ibilities. The Yale Universiry Library
rse in the reproduction of iis catalog

llffi:,'flT,T$3:il
J.'ffi:$,li.
we_re
required,
asrencil
was
ryped
#Tfl:"::,H";il,i1fl:".:ll,?T,11f:

Yale produced approximately z45,ooo cards per year, and. the work was
seldom on a current basis. while the employment of extra personnel
occasionally relieved the situation, it did not make for a smootfr.-running
or effi.cient operation. cost studies at the time showed that the average
rate for- typing stencils was p r titles per hour and for typing cards 6o pir
h:",r,
figure includes all cards handled, ,u"gi"[
from typing
lh:.latte-r
of the full card to adding only the call number. rt was"at Ihis time yale
turned to the Xerox.
:re producing stencils by Xerography
increase of. gz/o over typed stencils;
3en g4 titles per hour. Becauseof the
ncils by Xerox than by typing, Yale
s which require three or more cards
five when we typed stencils. With the
ped i.n toto thts drastically reduced,
roo.b per hour, since card work with
ary entries have to be typed on the
;sible for Yale to keep its card work
production has risen to 4oo,ooo per
the typists have been able to devote

some time to other work.
cald- reproduction by Xerography in the yare Library begins after
.
the-original card has been madi by i aescriptive catalogei. rn"order to
understand the advantages of Xerography in ihir pro.etr,"one must know
how the original card. is made. Elach book received in the librarv is
searched in the Library of-congress depository catalog, which yale keeps
up-to-date, and in the official catalog beJore being senl to the catalog Department-.rf a T-ibrary_of congress card is found in the depository caialog
for the edition in hand or forinother edition of the title,ir is wiihdrawn
and sent along with the book. rf the official catalog shows that there is
u-"."t1"1 copy-or anorher edition of the title in uny*or the yale libraries,
this inforr4ation is given on_tlre searching srip. The descriptive cataloger
may make the original card for the boot in hand by (r)^using the LC
card if one is available, (z) withdrawing the card for the'other c6py from
the official catalog and sending it to ihe Xerox operator with-a forrn
card indicating informarion on the card that should be eliminated or
added (as, for-example, deleting the location and adding a difierent one
or changing the imprint dare), or (3) typing a new curd. The cards are
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to the number needed to comPlete the set -and are sent
sorted according-Rooin this arrangement to have stencils made by
to the Xerox
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TasLE

r

Stencils Prod,uceil

Year

r95c-5r
r95r-52
r9s2-53
r956-57
r957-58

Titles
Typed

r9,4r8
r 2,8ro
24,r45

Hours

8r8
7rr
I,r30

Rate

Titles
Xeroreil

Hours

Rate

23
I8
2l

7,62r
57,82o
53,307

235
r,680
r,569

32
34
34

Carils ProiJuced.
Year

rgsG-sr
r95r-52
I952-53
r956-57
r957-58

Card.Output

256,284
234,452
3r7,339
4o2,r38
398,503

Hours

3,855
4A84
4,862

3,767
4,ay

Rate

66
53

65
r06
95

Today Xer_ography ofiers libraries real opportunities for cost savings
.
in card- re_production, bur the future of thii process is bright for othir
areas of library work, also. Two years ago Halbid put on thi market the
Xerox copy-flo continuous Printer* which enlirges microfirm to its
* A very important article for
acquisition librarians concerned with this is: Hawken,
w. T.. "Developments in Xerography: copyflo, Electrostatic print', and o-p Books".
CoIIege and Research Librmies, zo:rrr-rr7. March r95g.
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Tenr-n z
Costof XerograPhY*
Per Month
Rental of Xerox equipment: $9rz.oo per year
Plates: $33.ooeach
6 used every 4 months
Film remover: 3 quarts for $ro.oo
$ quart used per month
Toner: $zz.oo per pint
r pint used every 4 months
Cotton: $r.r9 per pound
5 pounds used per month
Developer: $ro3.oo for 4 half-pound cans
r can used per month
Pressuretape: $2.r8 per roll
4 rolls used per month
Bud: $4.8o per dozen
6 used per month
Colitho pads: $4.8o for 3 packages
r package used per month
Electric bulbs: $3.oo per dozen
ro used per month
Pre-damp solution: $7.22 per gallon
r quart used per month
Stencils: $.o57 each
776 used per month
Total cost of rent and supplies
Cost of labor per month (244 hours at $r.4-$t.42

$

49'50
I.II

5.50
5.95
25.75
8.72
2.40
r.6o
2.50
I .80
44.23
225.06
per hour)

Total cost
Minus z7/6 for work other than Xeroxing card stencils
Total cost of producing stencils for cards
6o5 stencils for card work per month: cost per stencil
cost per title
* Pries

76.oo

339.54
564.60
-r52.44
4r2.16
.68
.o85

of supplies given re those paid when purchased in large quantiti*.

inexpensive copying methods.
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REVIEWS
Joint committee on Music cataloging. cod,e for cataloging Mruic and, phonorecords Chicago, American Library Association, ,95S. ee p. $e.zf.

tlre preliminary edition of the MI-A Coile that was published in rg4r-4e. In
these basic regards, then, this publication is not primarily a new pro,mulgation
but.rather_a. cornpilation of codes for many yeirs operative .rrrder the-joint
aegis of MLA, AIA, and LC.

mino,r stylistic editing but the substance is unchanged. The rules have been
renumbered and relettered according to a pattern established for this publication. while unifying the rubrics of the MLA code, this has the drawback of
making impossible, without either textual comparison or the development of a
conversion table of rule numbers, communication concerning the same rule
between catalogers using this code and others using the Ar-A and the LC rules.
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The principal new contribution of the MI-A Code is its chapter IV, Simpli
fied Rules, for entry (including conventional title) and description. It is unfortunate that there is no adequate statement of the purposes and library situations the simplified rules have been designed to serve. The opening sentence
merely says, "The rules in this section are written on the premise that the library
using them wants to catalog its music as quickly and yet as efficiently as possible."
Surely few would be the libraries that would quartel with this laudable PurPose
(providing, of coursq this quick and efficient cataloging will not hamper emcient
reader service at the catalog). By deduction, it would appear that the simplified
rules are designed for non-research libraries with a clientele seeking music
primarily for performance purposes rather than historical or analytical study.
Further it would appeax that the rules are for libraries with collections of relatively moderate size. It is also nowhere stated that the rules for simplified cataloging have status only as MLA rules. Chapters I-III (enuy, description, and
phonorecord rules), however, enjoy the tripartite blessing of MLA, ALA, and LC.
Of particular note is the fact that these simplified rules' are incompatible
with the LC rules for conventional title (chapter II of this code). A library must
choose between chapter IV and chapter II, one system or the other; it cannot
follow the rules of chapter II fo'r one class of publications and of chapter IV
for another if the cards are to go in the same catalog. This incompatibility arises
because the simplified rules specify best known title (against original title) and
direct entry of excerpts (against entry under the title of the whole work).
No distinction is made in conventional titles between full scores, piano'
vocal scores, and librettos of opera. It would seem that this simplification might
have service disadvantages in the case of works of which a library hds many
editions in these categories. Arrangements are likewise not distinguished in the
conventional title from editions oI the same work in its original form.
Other important features of the simplified rules are r) non-repetition of
medium statement on the title page if already given in conventional title, z)
bracketed insertion, in English, of information essential to the entry when the
same is not found in the work in the language of the title page, 3) recommended
omission of pagination, and 4) confrnement of notes, in general, to description
necessary from the,point of view of performance.
The code concludes with the LC filing rules for conventional titles, a fairly
extensive glossary, and an index, The glossary is largely based on a number of
standard works in the field of 'music and cataloging but a closer look at some
of the definitions might have revealed room for improvement.
Surnming up, this code is a handy one-volume tool of varied uses for the
music cataloger. It will not eliminate the need for the ALA and the LC rules,
however. It does answer the need for simplified cataloging rules suited to the
needs of music libraries that are not oriented to research use. Cataloging under
the latter rules will be reasonably economical and will result in a catalog that is
usefully organized and in descriptions that are adequate for general PurPoses.C. Sumner Spalding, Chief , Descriptfue Cataloging Diaision, Library of Congress.

Shera, J. H.; Kent, Allen; and Perry, J. W. Information Resources; a Challenge
to American Science and Industry. Based on the special meeting of the
Council on Documentation Research, February 3-4, ry58, Sponsored by
Western Reserve University. [Cleveland] Press of \,Vestern Reserve University; distributed by Interscience Publishers, New York [1958] er4 pages. $5.
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Kent, Allen and Perry, J. W. Centralized Information Sentices, Opportunities
and Problems. [Cleveland] Press of Western Reserve University; distributed
by Interscience Publishers, New York, 1958. 156 pages. g5.
.
American Chemical Society. Division of Chemical Literaiure. pro,gress Report in
Chemical Literature Retrieual. Editors: Gilbert L. peakes. Allen Kent and

Pery', J.W. and Kent, Allen. Tools fm Machine Li.terature Searching: Semantic
Code Dictionary, Equipment, Procedures. With the Semantic Code Dictionary under general editonhip of John L. Melton. New York, Interscience
Publishers, 1958.g7e pages.ge7.5o. (Library Scienceand Documentarion, v.r)
The problem of locating specific information in the various fields of science
and medicine has become acute-in some instances almost desperate---during the
post-World War II period. In spite of the fact that theie areas have the most

Program recommended, covering three points: more efiective utilization of
recorded scientific knowledge, selection of optimum methods of coordinating
information processing activiries, and financial support for advanced. retrieval
systenrs. centralized Information seraices represents the consensus of a number
of surveys. The cost factor in making literature searches is Iogically emphasized
as the major reason for centralization. The authors conclude that further studies
of difierent types of centralized systerns are needed, since no single technique,
device, or method can suit all requirements. Both this book and Inlormaiion
Resources have large appendices containing some of the raw material used in
reaching the conclusions in their relatively short texts.
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The two volumes in the Advances in Documentation series describe cataloging
systems designed for and operated with specialized subjects (small information
systems), The problems in chemistry caused by the necessity of representing
formulas have resulted in a separate and highly specialized treatment for that
subject, discussed in the Progress Report in Chemical Literature Retrieual. The
work reported in Information Systems in Dorumentation is probably of greater
interest to the average reader.
The outstanding feature of t}re systems described in both of these volumes is
not f}re use of punched cards and fancy "hardware," but the fact that the basic
techniques of library cataloging are still fundamental to the new developments.
The results show what can be' done with these tedrniques by using a little
imagination and considerable courage. The Uniterrrs system, for example, as
used in an industrial wastes catalog, consists of master entry cards (each corresponding to the standard catalog's main entry plus accession number), an author
index (corresponding to the official catalog), a Uniterm index with cross-references (corresponding to the subject authority file), and the individual Uniterms
cards with posting (corresponding to a serial shelf list combined with one subject
added entry card). Of all the regular cataloging procedures, only the bibliographic description has been omitted.
Many of the other systems are essentially forms of faceted classification, unrecognized as such and therefore often lacking cohesiveness. These strongly reflect
Ranganathan's principle of depth classification, although in many areas the
individual facetJ are more like the chapeaux of Brisch than the main categories
of Ranganathan. None of the systems has escaped having some kind of basic
shelf aid accession list, an autiror index, and eitJrer a ilassification (usually
called a code) or a subject authority list, or both. The chief distinction between
these and standard cataloging practice lies in the fact that differences in approach
and organization make possible a much more comprehensive subject analysis and
at the same time render the results amenable to mechanization.
It strould be noted that most of the systems are devoted to improving information services for applieil scientific research. The problems of literature searching
for fundamental research purposes are infinitely more complex. "One must

not immediately appreciated by the indexer may be Permanently lost merely by
not being indexed.
The developments described apply to small inforrnation systems' but there is
constant pressure to extend them to include, first, all scientific, medical, and
tedrnical fields and, secondly, related areas. Since the latter vary from field to

* Boyer, Carl. .,The Theory of the Rainbow: Medieval Triumph and Failure." lsis,
4g:39o.December1958.
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and in the Dictionary itself (pp. 6o3-964). The rest of the book gives detailed,
practical information on how to use it. The process is unusual in that the code,
the methods, and the machine were designed solely fior bibliographic purpoees.
The theoretical foundation of the system is a fornr of classification based on
categorical or concept analysis. This follows the principle that a word without
context or amplification is ambiguous, and, therefore, for accurate definition,
each word must be analyzed into its component ideas, called semantic factors.
These factors, in turn, are collected into a general classification of generic concepts, divided into six main categories: general concepts, relationships, states,
processes, substances, and objects. This classified arrangement is used as any
classification and permits the encoder to find the proper semantic factor (equivalent to the class number) for any concept.
The special idea conveyed by an ordinary English word is turned into a new
"machine language" word. (Incidentally, the "machine language" forms a lingua
franca for writings in any language). This new word is composed of one or more
separate semantic factors, each representing a generic concept. The notation for
a semantic factor consists of four letters, the second of which is a variable used to
indicate one of ten analytical relationships: class membership, composed of, part
of, included by, producing, influenced by, produced by, lacking, characteristic of,
and resembling.,Identical "machine language" tenns are difierentiated by number. For searching purposes, this analytical approach gives a more precise definition of an English word than is now possible with any form of classification,
dassified subject headings, or classified index terms.
. The basic building blocks of the system ate 2r4 semantic factors, such as
B-NN, Economics; P-ST, Insect; D-CM, Information; LCT, Electricity; D-GN,
Diagnosis; M-CH, Device, with the appropriate code letter inserted in the blank
spot to define relationship. The code for Electrocardiograph shows how blocks
are Put together:
MACH.
device

LQC'r.
mahing use
ol electricity

DUGN.
producing
medical
diagnosis

oor.
specific
identifyi.ng
number

These blocks are finally arranged alphabetically to form the code term. DUGN.
LQCT.MACH.oor.
In the dictionary itself, there is as yet no method of difierentiating among
terms in the English-Code section withour consulting the Code-English section
and the table of analytical relationships. For example:
Index term k Code (from dictionary)
(Meaning)
LIGHT
MYPR.6oX.RAPR.oz5.
Materialpossessingcharacteristic"lightness"
LIGHT
RALT.
.oo1. Light (Physics)
LIGHT
RAPR.
.229. Relative term: "lightness"
At present, those familiar with the semantic factors may be able to recognize the
meaning of the code term directly, bur as the size and complexity of the dictionary increases, some more precise means of defining the English index terms will
be needed. For instance, a full general information system, with the analytical
detail demonstrated here, would require some way of distinguishing among
twenty-five distinct meanings of index terms such as "sound" or "slip."
In using the system, material to be put into storage is first abstracted. Then
the abstract is converted to telegraphic form according to set rules. This form,
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in turn, is converted to semantic code and stored by rather complex mechanical
means. Virtually every word in the telegraphic abstract is available for searching,
and furthermore, because of the semantic factoring, those parts of "machine
language" words representing the various generic concepts inherent in single
English words may be searched as well, This permits a very deep analysis of the
material. The degr:ee of perfection achieved in the system is highly dependent
upon the quality of the initial abstract, but after that the process is relatively
mechanical except for the assignment of new codes. Retrieval is accomplished
through a process of defining the question, formulating it in terms of "machine
Ianguage" and logical sequences, wiring the plugboard of the machine according
to this formulation or "program", and searching.
The authors seem fully aware of the fact that in a mechanized system (or any
subject cataloging or indexing process, for that matter) successful retrieval of
information depends entirely on how well data are analyzed when put into
storage. The process described is probably the first full-scale attempt to deal
with material in such great detail. No doubt modifications will appear as greater
progress is made towards more comprehensive coverage of scientific and ulti
mately of non-scientific fields. Further developments in this system are well worth
watching.-Phyllis A. Richmond,, Cataloger, Uni,uersity of Rochester Library.

Subiect Guide to Books in Print; an index to Publishet's Trade List Annual, 1958
New York, R. R. Bowker Co., crg58. r4b? pages. $rZ.bo.
It is just over a year ago that the first edition of the Subject Guide to Books
in Print appeared. Now oft the press is the new, revised and up-dated second
annual revision which is based on the Books in Print Index to t}:re ry98 Publishet's Trad,e List Annual. It follows the publication of Books in Print by only
two weeks, and one is amazed at the mechanical and editorial "know-how;' that
made possible such speedy production.
The indexing by subject of in-print books is limited this year to rhe books
of g9o publishers who submitted their catalogs to PTLA. This is an increase
of rz9 over last year. Ilowever, some publishe s are represented by incomplete
lists. Whenever this has happened, these publishers are identified in the "Directory of Publishers" with a dagger by their name.
It is apparent that the editors spent considerable time considering suggestions
and criticisms that have been made since rhe first edition was launched. The
compact introductory section on "IIow to Use the Subiect Guide to Books in
Print" shouTd be read carefully. These pages have been revised by outlining more
fully the scope of the work and by focalizing attention on answers [o questions
regarding the first edition.
Some information formerly printed only in the preface to Boohs in Print
but applicable to the Subiect Guide is now included in the introduction to the
Guide. Since sotne publishers of primary and secondary texts are not found in
PTLA, a referral to Textbooks in Print t958 is made for one wishing to check
further. Reference is also made to certain series of paperbacks not included in
t}aeSubject Guide; again the user is directed to another tool, Paperbound Boohs
in Print. Incomplete coverage of law books is indicated. Reasons for this lack
are given, and the reader is directed to Law Books in Print (as of June 1957).
This edition continues to exclude some publications rhat are included in the
publisher's catalogs. If the Library of Congiess does not assign subject headings,
the publications are usually omitted from the Subject Guide.
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Fiction continues to be omitted except when a work's backgtound (geograph'
ical, historical, social, etc.) has seemed extensive and authentic enough to watrant
mendon. Collections of works of fiction and aiticisms are still included. Works
of poetry and drama by a single author are omitted, while collections and
criticism continue to be included,
Juvenile fiction is usually omitted while Juvenile non-fiction above picture
book level is represented in either one of two areas: it may be set apart under
may be included with adult
headings, e.g. "Handicraft-Juvenile
Literature"-or
books identified by grade, e.g. (gr. 5-O).A check of the new edition appears to
indicate that more children's books are classified under separate headings and
identified as "Juvenile Literature" than was formerly done. It would take less
searching for the user interested in children's books, if tbis were done more
frequently.
Bibles as such are omitted, while commentaries and histories are included.
Books priced at less than s5 cents continue to be omitted.
The Subiect Guide continues to follow the headings assigned by the Library
of Congress. Headings and cross references have been up-dated to conform with
the June, rg58, Supplement to the Sixth Edition of. Subject Headings useil in
the Dictionary Catalogs of the Library of Congress. There have been some consolidation and some changes. Old fashioned or out-of-date headings have been
converted to more popular usage. Proper names of foreign persons of inter.
national reputation have been anglicized. Care has been taken to designate when
a book is in a foreign language, by having each foreign literature heading carry
an explanation, e.g. the following: "Ilere ate entered only collections in French.
INTO ENGLISH,
For English translations, see sub-division TRANSI-ATIONS
below."
The editors report that some 916,ooobooks appear for a total of some r4o,ooo
entries under z5,ooo headings with 3o,ooo cross references. Fifty percent, or
g,ooo of the titles new to the Subject Guide, received official Library of Congress
classification. As in the first edition, provisional headings have been assigned
when necessary; books assigned these provisional headings in lieu of LC headings
are identified in tlre text by an asterisk at the end of the entry. The editor reports
with understandable pride that in nine case$ out of ten, headings assigned by
the Library of Congress after the ry97 Subiect Gui,de appeared confirmed the
provisional headings assigned by the editorial stafi.
This new edition with prices. up-dated, o.p. titles deleted, and with not only
new but forthcoming publications added, will continue to be a most important
bibliographical tool as far as librarians, booksellers, and publishers are concerned.
Response to its use will be no less enthusiastic than when it first appeared, but
will perhaps be more realistic after a year in which it was put to practi@l use.
This reviewer has found that the Gui,de is not the panacea to all book ordering, cataloging, selection and reference problems that arise in a library, but is an
invaluable supplement to other uade and national subject bibliographies.-Auis
Zebher, Coordinator ol Booh Order, Brooklyn Pwblic Library, Brooklyn, N.Y.

CLASSIFICATION RESEARCH STUDY GROUPS
Feeling that classification, particularly as applied to documentation, is growing
in importance, a group for discussion and research on the subject is being
formed. Such a group has been active in England for some time. Those interested in joining should contact Dr. Phyllis A. Richmond, University of Rochester
Library, Rochester eo, New York.
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